Topics list for Math 4290 midterm

Here is a broad summary of topics we’ve covered in class that you should be familiar with for the midterm exam. For each, I’ve listed the most relevant textbook sections, though our treatment in class was usually not quite the same as the book, and your notes will be a far more accurate representation.

The best way to prepare for the exam would be to review your HW problems and solutions, I will choose at least a couple of problems which are either HW problems or extremely similar.

Basic properties of dynamical systems and/or points within dynamical systems (Sections 2.1-2.4):

Know the definitions of recurrent/uniformly recurrent/periodic/eventually periodic point for a topological dynamical system \((X, T)\). Know the definitions of transitive/mixing/minimal/expansive systems.

Examples (Sections 1.2-1.4):

Be familiar with the examples we’ve treated in class: the full shift, the circle rotation \(T_\alpha\), the toral rotation \(T_{\alpha,\beta}\), the map \(x \mapsto 2x \mod 1\), and Sturmian subshifts. Know whether each of the properties above holds for these systems.

Relationships between dynamical systems (Section 1.1):

Know the definitions of a conjugacy and semi-conjugacy/factor map between dynamical systems \((X, T)\) and \((Y, S)\), and of a product of two dynamical systems. Know which of the properties above are preserved under taking factors/conjugacies/products.

Subshifts/symbolic coding (Section 1.4 for subshifts; coding not treated in book):

Know the definition of a subshift (a subsystem of the full shift). Know the general idea of defining a subshift from an arbitrary dynamical system \((X, T)\) by covering \(X\) with finitely many sets and tracking orbits by which set they land in. (This was stated vaguely
because there are slightly different ways of doing it; see Sturmian subshifts from class and problem #5 from Assignment 3.)

**SFTs (Sections 3.1-3.2):**

Know the definitions of subshift of finite type (SFT) and edge shift. Know why every SFT is conjugate to an edge shift via a higher block coding. Know how an adjacency matrix yields information about paths of various lengths between vertices of the graph, and how this relates to transitivity/mixing of the associated edge shift.